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ABOUT US

Since 1985, Award Concepts has served as Official Jeweler to corporations, distributors, fraternities
and sororities, honor societies, professional and local organizations all around the United States.
We manufacture jewelry including rings, pins, charms, bracelets, pendants and key rings. Each
organization’s jewelry collection symbolizes and celebrates a lifetime of meaningful service,
membership and dedication.
Old-world craftsmanship combined with the latest technology, uncompromising quality standards
and industry-leading customer service has afforded us the honor of partnering with many prestigious
organizations. The long-term relationships with our clients has blossomed over the years along with
an expansive collection of creative, new jewelry items to promote service, milestones and career
achievements.

WHY AWARD CONCEPTS? In an industry that has seen many changes over the last few decades,

Award Concepts has been a constant. Building on a reputation for consistent quality workmanship, we
bring together exceptional work with first-rate service. As we have transitioned into the world of CAD/
CAM we are centering our focus on custom work for the trade. All design and manufacturing is done onsite in our state-of-the-art facility. There is not a better equipped shop to handle all of your custom needs.
Whether it is for design, manufacturing or repair we are here to service you with consistent quality and
dependable service.

Every one of our award
rings tells a story.
What story will your ring tell?
Each of Award Concepts’ rings
is unique, showcasing your
organization’s logo, your name
and ultimately highlighting your
achievements. While no two
rings are alike, they all share in
our meticulous craftsmanship,
attention to detail, and our
commitment to providing the
best in customer service.

Ring construction page
Stone options . . .

Each and every award ring
manufactured by Award
Concepts is backed by a
lifetime guarantee that covers
any workmanship-related
failure. We take great pride in
what we do and it shows.
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Traditional CollegiateStyle Rings

The traditional, or
sometimes called collegiate,
ring style harkens back to
the classic college ring with
a colored stone top over
detailed side shanks.
A great feature of this ring
style is the versatility for
customization this ring
provides. Each side shank
can be intricately detailed
with initials, company logo
– even modeled buildings
or faces! Colored ring
top stones can be faceted
or smooth, or removed
altogether for a custom
metal insert or add-on
emblem.

SA2M

SA1M

SA3M

SA4M

SA5M

SA6M

SA7M

SA8M

SA9M

SA10M

SA15M
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SA11M

SA12M

SA13M

SA14M

Tradition of Excellence

SA1L

SA3L

SA2L

SA4L

SA7L

SA8L

SA5L

SA9L

SA11L

SA14L

Custom designed
ring programs create a
tradition of excellence.
The potential uses for
award ring programs are
almost limitless; everything
from Sales Awards to Years
of Service Recognition.

SA6L

SA10L

SA12L

SA15L

Award Concepts’s diversity
of ring styles and the ability
to modify with stone colors,
shapes, and encrusting
make ring awards by far
the favorite jewelry award.

SA13L

SA16L

SA17L
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Choose from a wide array of design options for your custom award
rings. Our design team can create a ring starting from the logo and the
information you provide. An artist will provide a rendering with design
recommendations for your custom award rings. Once the artwork is
finalized one or several molds will be created to manufacture your ring.
Custom award rings are a great way to show
your employees that you’ve noticed their
hard work. Maybe you want to honor your
staff with their birthstone, or perhaps with a
certain gem to symbolize different achievements within your organization. Award
Concepts offers a wide variety of gemstones
to make an excellent custom award ring for
your employees.

Birthstone choices

GEMSTONE OPTIONS
As with our precious metal suppliers, all of our precious gemstones and
diamonds are purchased from vendors committed to fair trade practices as
well as sourcing from conflict free zones.
Base Stone Cuts

Pampered Chef Lady’s
Diamond Addition Ring

Add-A-Diamond Rings

Another option for custom
award rings are diamond
addition rings. They are
a simple and less costly
way of recognizing high
achievement by upgrading
the same ring year after
year.

Flat Top
Single Bevel

Flat Top
Double Bevel

Buff Top
Buff Top
Single Bevel Double Bevel

Base Stone Shapes

Round

Oval

Barrel

Octagon

Marquise

Pear

Rectangle Cushion

Heart

Base/ Bezel Options

FedEx Safe Driver Man’s
Diamond Addition Ring

Encrusted stones
Recessed stones 		
				for panels or collets
Custom shapes are also available.
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Crests

Available Metal Qualities
Award Concepts purchases precious metal from suppliers that are committed
to sourcing metal from reliable known fair trade sources.
Our metal choices include the following materials grouped by specific types
of product:
u Die struck alloys for emblems/flat goods
u Nickel silver
u Brass
u Sterling silver sheet – traditional 92.5 silver/7.5 % copper
u Sterling silver/platinum sheet – platinum percentage can very
between 1 and 3%
u Gold-filled in various metal compositions and colors:
		
1/20 10K white and yellow
		
1/10 10K white and yellow
		
1/10 10K double plate white and yellow
		
1/5 10K white and yellow
		
1/5 14K white and yellow
u Karat gold:10K, 14K and 18K white and yellow
u Platinum

Technology
Award Concepts is
committed to using the
latest in technology in our
manufacturing process. We
have been an industry leader
by participating both as an
attendee and 3 time presenter
at the prestigious Santa Fe
Symposium on Jewelry
Manufacturing Technology.
This annual event brings
attendees and speakers
together from around the
world to network and present
the latest findings on jewelry
technology.
Recent additions include
updates to our CAD and
CAD/CAM software, milling
machines for in house die and
mold production along with 3D
printers.

Casting alloys are most commonly used in ring production however these
alloys can also be used for emblems that require casting.
u
u

		

u

		

u

		

u

		

u

Brass
Sterling silver – traditional 92.5 silver/7.5 %
copper
Sterling silver/platinum – platinum percentage
can vary between 1 and 3%
Silver Elite – 95% silver with additions of
palladium and fine gold
Karat gold –10K, 14K and 18K white and
yellow
Platinum

Alternative casting alloys:
u Low karat gold alloy containing 6 % fine gold
u Stainless steel

Although modern technologies
are extensively utilized,
traditional hand skills are the
foundation of our work proving
that the two disciplines can
be successfully combined to
produce superior hand crafted
jewelry.
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Designing Your Athletic
Championship Rings

Celebrate your team’s success
with athletic championship
rings. You worked hard to
accomplish your goals, and
you deserve to show off your
successes. Award Concepts
can help you design and
craft the perfect custom
Championship Ring to
commemorate your team’s
big win.

CR1

CR2

CR3

CR4

With Award Concepts, you
can customize athletic rings to
showcase your team and your
accomplishments. You can
even choose from a variety of
gemstones to match your team
colors.
Design options are virtually
limitless. Here are just some of
the ways you can personalize
your athletic championship
rings:
• Team name
• Team logo

• Team colors

• Recipient’s name

• Achievement date
• Diamond accents

CR9
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CR5

CR7

CR6

CR8

CSA1

CSA2

CSA3

Corporate branding
initiatives can take
your business to the
next level.

CSA4

CSA5

Brand identity specialists
agree that visibility is
crucial. Consistency is
absolutely essential.
Client-facing elements
of your brand, such as
a company logo on a
letterhead, business
card, or lapel pin directly
impact awareness
and help to build your
reputation as a valued
partner in the market.

CSA6

CSA7

CSA8

CSA13
CSA9

CSA10

CSA11

CSA12
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Awarding effort inspires the
members of an organization
to strive to live its ideals. For
organizations and businesses
in any industry, an Award
Concepts ring will cultivate
pride, and initiate dedication,
commitment, and contagious
enthusiasm.

Men’s

OR1

OR2

OR3

OR4

OR5

OR6

Some industries we
manufacture for:

• Insurance Companies
• Financial Services
• Fire, Police, Military
• Transportation
• Automotive Industry
• Medical & Pharmaceutical
• Greek Organizations
OR8

OR7

Ladies

OR9

OR17
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OR10

OR11

OR13

OR12

OR15

OR14

OR16

OJ13

We specialize in
manufacturing custom
jewelry for schools and
organizations.

OJ1
OJ3

Our master jewelers combine
old-world craftsmanship with
the latest technology to create
coveted symbols of recognition
and achievement. We are
renowned for manufacturing
high quality and elegant jewelry
using precious metals and
beautiful gemstones.

OJ2

OJ4

Let Award Concepts assist you
in creating symbolic jewelry
pieces for the members of your
organization to wear proudly,
as they faithfully represent your
mission and values to society.

OJ5

OJ6

OJ7

OJ12

OJ8

OJ9

OJ10

OJ11
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Contemporary Rings

Ring awards can be
fashionable. Today
contemporary ring styles
are as hip and modern
as you want them to be.
With help from our jewelry
designers, award ring styles
are limited only by the
imagination.

MRF1

MRF2

MRF3

Signet Rings

Signet rings have been
worn since ancient times.
Today they are still a perfect
way to add a personal
touch. Whether engraved
with a person’s initials,
a college or university
crest, or enhanced with
a company logo, these
timeless rings make a stylish
and elegant statement.

MRF17

MRF13
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MRF4

MRF5

MRF6

MRF7

MRF8

MRF9

MRF10

MRF11

MRF12

MRF14

MRF15

MRF16

LRF1

LRF4

LRF7

LRF2

LRF5

LRF8

LRF3

LRF6

LRF9

From sparkling to
playful to elegant . . .
Award Concepts fashion
rings send a message
about the wearer. She
is more confident, more
bold. . . She is fearless!
Unique colors and
exquisite details make
these rings truly one of
a kind.

LRF10

LRF13

LRF16

LRF11

LRF14

LRF17

LRF12

LRF15

LRF20

LRF18

LRF19
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Corporate Lapel Tacs
and Charms are a way to

identify you with your business,
organization, identify your
valued years of service and to
identify a cause or charitable
organization. Lapel pins can
be adorned with synthetic,
precious gems and diamonds
and made in standard round,
square, oval and rectangle sizes
as well as custom shapes to
incorporate your design, logo
or message.

PJE3

PJE2

PJE1

PJE4

PJE5

PJE6

PJE7

PJE8

PJE9

PJE10

Badge Accents

Here’s just one example of
a recognition award that’s
unique to Award Concepts.
The Badge ACcent is an innovative “years of service” award
that employees will wear and
display every day. It is easy to
use, affixes to an employee
ID badge and is available in a
variety of finishes.

NJE1

NJE5

NJE9
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NJE2

NJE3

NJE6

NJE7

NJE10

NJE11

NJE4

NJE8

NJE12

Corporate Lapel Pins
Award Concepts can accent
all types of corporate lapel
pins with color. They are
EWC1

EWC2

plated with precious metals

EWC3

like gold, silver, and nickel.
But other pins types, such

as silk screen printed, offset
printed, die struck without
EWC4

EWC5

color, and 3D die struck are

EWC6

also very popular with our
customers.

EWC8

EWC7

EWC9

Bronze

NP2

NP1

NP4

NP3

Silver

NP7

NP6

NP5

NP9

NP10

NP8

NP11

EWC10

Gold
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Custom Design is our
Specialty!
Formal elegance and
casual simplicity are the
hallmarks of our pendant
and necklace collection —
all designed and
manufactured in the USA!
Let Award Concepts design
something special for that
important someone or
occasion.
All pendant necklaces are
available in sterling silver,
10K or 14K white or yellow
gold with a variety of stone
options.

Every year, add a new
custom slide to your
bracelet!
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FJ1

FJ2

FJ4

FJ5

FJ3

FJ6

FJ7

FJ8

FJ9

FJ10

FJ11

FJ12

FJ13

FJ14

FJ15

CJ1

CJ2

KR1

Key Rings are truly

a one-of-a-kind item that
everyone can use!
Personally designed and
finely crafted details make
this an outstanding and
eye catching custom
piece.

CJ3
CJ4

CJ5

Besides emblematic
jewelry, Award Concepts
also specializes in custom
accessories that are
fashionable as well as
functional. From earrings
to cuff links, we can make
it all!

CJ6

CL1

CL3

CL5

CL2

CL4

CL6

1207

Custom add-on slides available
by request!
KR2
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Findings & Packaging
200Y

200W

14Y

250W

250Y

14W

56Y

56W

Screw
Back

Pin
Back

Award Concepts carries a variety of
standard packaging options for your
jewelry gifts as shown below.

Custom Packaging is available by

special request for a custom-tailored
presentation piece.

VB108

VB105

VB001

VB107

PB101

PB102
PB103

VB108

PB100

PB105
LB100

LB107
GB210

VP100B
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VP100R

LB106

Contact Award Concepts
Our Address
110 South 11th Ave
St. Charles, IL 60174
USA
Visit our Website at awardconcepts.net
Phone
Toll Free: 800-659-7801
Main Local: 630-513-7801
Fax
Main Fax: 630-513-7809
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Award Concepts, Inc.
110 South 11th Ave.
St. Charles, IL 60174
1-800-659-7801
www.awardconcepts.net
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